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number of my friends have spoken to me 
about the statement that I made this morning 
about India crossing the international 
boundary when we dis-discussed the issue. I 
only want to say this—because I did not have 
the time I could not make the point—that it 
was Pakistan which was responsible for 
crossing the international boundary and we 
had to take retaliatory action to strengthen our 
defensive position. I wanted to put this in the 
proper context so that this must be properly 
understood. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN. (SHRI AKBAR 
ALI KHAN): I am glad you cleared it up. 
Now the Bill. Mr. Kesa-van. 

THE PASSPORTS BILL, 1967—contd. 

SHRI A. M. TARIQ: Sir, I want one 
minute  after he speaks. 

SHRI KESAVAN (THAZHAVA) 
(Kerala): Mr. Vice-Chairman, if this Bill with 
the various clauses is allowed to be passed, 
we will be vesting the executive with 
extraordinary powers which will certainly 
curtail the liberty of the citizen. If an appli-
cation is filed for a passport, what is stated in 
clause 5(2)? After making such enquiry if 
any—what is this enquiry, how it is made, 
how the enquiry is conducted, by whom; all 
these things are not found there. Ordinarily 
when an application is made, it will be 
forwarded to some inspector or some other 
person appointed. Finally that will come into 
the hands of a police constable. He will take it 
to the applicant himself and he will demand 
something. I am not speaking about the case 
of Mr. Mani or Mr. Govinda Reddy Or Mr. 
Bhupesh Gupta. I am speaking of the case Of 
the ordinary people who are living in 
villages. Their relations may be  living in 
Malaysia, 

in Singapore, in Borneo, in Sarawak, 'or West 
Asia. In many places they are living. They are 
doing some work. They are employed in Gov-
ernment service or doing some contract wofk 
or they may be merchants there. To meet them 
their relations may apply for a passport. And 
that application for passport will be forwarded 
finally which will come into the hands of a 
police constable. Who appoints this man and 
what for? It is not a question of security. That 
is what is happening today. In *he case of 
appointments to Government service also, it 
takes place. If the applicant has paid 
something, he will send up a very fine report. 
If he failed to give something, then he will be 
a Communist, an enemy of the country, and so 
many things he will write. But the applicant 
may be an innocent man who wants to g0 and 
meet "his relations in Singapore. Or he may 
be going there to start some business. He may 
not get a passport. That all depends upon the 
report of the constable concerned. Of course, 
when this matter is brought to the notice of 
the authorities, they will say that the provision 
is all right, who can go against the provision? 
What is stated is: "after making such inquiry, 
if any". It is very clear. But what is happsning 
is that the matter will come into the hands of 
the police constable. That is what is taking 
place. So, this provision clearly goes to show 
that this is really a farce. No useful purpose 
will be served by this. 

What I submit is this. I am not against a law 
being enacted for the issue of a passport. But 
when an application for a passport is filed, it 
must be put before a judicial officer. No new 
appointment need he made. In every district, 
there will be the District Judge, the District 
Magistrate or a Sub-Judge. An application 
can be filed there by the person who wants the 
passport. Then the officer concerned may 
issue notice to the State also to make an 
inquiry and submit a report.   If there is no 
objec- 
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tion, let them state it. In case they raise any 
objection, the applicant can produce evidence, 
witnesses, and he can prove his innocence, and 
a decision can be got in his favour. If the 
judicial officer gives a decision in his favour, 
of course, the passport may be given by the 
passport authority of the Government. So, this 
can be done. There is nothing wrong in it. He 
can expect justice only from a judicial 
authority. In every district, there is the 
District Magistrate, there is the District Judge, 
there is the Sub-Judi;e. They are responsible 
officers. Nobody can deny that fact. Then can 
say whether he is entitled to get a passport or 
not. So, what I submit is that such a change 
should be made. 

Under clause 5(3), when an application is 
refused, the applicant may or may not get a 
copy of the order. My submission is that it is 
clearly unjust. When an order is passed 
against a person, he gets the right to appeal. 
To file an appeal, he must have a copy of the 
order. If the copy is refused, that is against 
natural us-tice and is against the law also. It 
says— 

"... unless in any case the passport 
authority is 0f the opinion that it will not be 
in the interests of the sovereignty and 
integrity of India, the security of India, 
friendly relations of India   .   .   ." 

These things do not arise in this matter. 
When an order is passed against an applicant, 
when a passport is denied to him, of course, 
he has the right to appeal, he has to take it to 
the appellate court. The appellate authority 
must also be a judicial officer, not an 
executive officer or some executive officer of 
the Government. That change has also to be 
made.     (Time bell rings.) 

SHRI D. L. SEN GUPTA (West Bengal): 
Sir, he is making his maiden speech. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI AKBAR 
ALI KHAN): All right. Vou finish as soon as 
it is possible. 

SHRI KBSAVAN (THAZH AVA): Then, 
passport can be refused on various grounds. 
Clause 6(2) is (here with sub-clauses (a) to 
(i). I do not deal with all those sub-clauses. 
Clause 6(2) (i) says— 

"that in the opinion of the Central 
Government the issue of a passport to the 
applicant will not be in the public interest." 

Mr. Bhupesh Gupta is a Communist. If it is 
not in the public interest, he will be denied 
the passport.    He is a 
Communist____    (Interruptions.)   That 
is entirely different. Because of Mr. Bhupesh 
Gupta, he may get it. But Mr. Balachandra 
Menon or I may not get it, though I am n°t a 
member of the Communist Party. Even 
though I will not get it   .   .    . 

SHRI A. M. TARIQ: But you will get. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Because he is a 
Member of Parliament. 

SHRI KESAVAN (THAZHAVA): There 
are various reasons for that. What I submit is 
that there will be some enquiry, which is a 
farce. 

SHRI D. L. SEN GUPTA: We   live 
with it- 

SHRI KESAVAN (THAZHAVA): The 
constable concerned may submit a report. 
That may be accepted as true. Mr. Bhupesh 
Gupta is known to the highest authority and 
so, no inquiry will be conducted. Even if it is 
conducted or even if he is not a Member of 
Parliament, he will be given one. Otherwise, 
there will be no peace. So, he will foe given. 
Mr. Mani quoted certain cases. A man applies 
for a passport. Then a recalcitrant man will 
come to a magistrate and file a petition for 
criminal offence. It may be a non-cognizable 
offence.    In the first instance, a sum- 
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mons will he issued. The summons will 
be returned at the instigation of the 
complainant himself with the 
endorsement that he refused to accept it. 
The next thing will be a warrant, bailable 
or non-bailable. If the subclauses (f) and 
(g) of clause 6 are there, where is the 
safety for that person? That man is 
innocent. He is entitled to get a passport, 
it is not to be refused on any of the 
grounds mentioned in clause 6. This is 
taking place every day. I know it. And I 
have appeared in such cases. That is why 
I say this. And people were detained on 
account of such proceedings. So, a 
provision must be made to safeguard 
against those things. 

SHRI D. L, SEN GUPTA: Mr. Vice-
Chairman, Sir, I believe I have fifteen 
minutes time. 

. THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
AKBAR ALI KHAN): No, ten minutes. 

SHRI D. L. SEN GUPTA:   Why? 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
AKBAR ALI KHAN): The whole thing 
is, there are four or five more speakers. I 
leave it to the judgment of the House 
whether they would like to sit more. If 
they want to sit more, then I would like 
to know their views. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA (West 
Bengal): Tomorrow morning. The 
Minister has decided not to reply today. 
Accommodation should be made. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
AKBAR ALI KHAN):    No, no . . . 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Let me 
make this submission. If the Minister had 
replied by 7:00, the House would rise at 
7:00. Now, we do not like this. 
Accommodation is always made 
according to the convenience of the 
Minister. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Well, to 
some extent, it is understandable. But if 
you think that there are more (speakers 
and if you d0 not want to sit, do not try to 
embarrass the House by asking whether 
we would like to be here longer to hear 
the speeches. It is embarrassing to those 
who make the speeches and to those who 
are called upon to give opinion. 
Therefore, normally you adjourn when 
you like, and tomorrow speeches can be 
made. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
AKBAR ALI KHAN): Mr. Bhupesh 
Gupta, it is at our request that the Minister 
has agreed to reply tomorrow. He wanted 
to reply today. But we told him that as 
there were many speakers, we would like 
to accommodate as many as possible. That 
is why I advised the Minister ]   not to 
reply today. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Yes, Sir. 
Therefore, you can kindly tell the 
Minister that he need not reply at 12 
o'clock. He can reply at half past 2 also. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
AKBAR ALI KHAN): There is other 
work also. I hope you will cooperate 
with us. There are some more speakers. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: What is 
the pre-sumption? The moment we see 
the Minister is not in the House the 
presumption is that he may have got 
some other business; otherwise why 
should he not be in the House? 
Therefore, he has got some more 
important business. 

THE DEPUTY MINISTER IN THE 
MINISTRY OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS 
(SHRI SURENDRA PAL SINGH):     
The Minister is returning 
shortly. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Who is 
giving the reply? 
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SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: If that is so, he 

will not be in a position to listen to the 
speeches. I presume that if he is not in the 
House, he must have got some other more 
important business. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI AKBAR 
ALI KHAN): He is coming shortly.    Mr. 
Sen Gupta. 

SHRI D. L. SEN GUPTA: Now, Sir, it is 
15 seconds past 20 minutes. Mr. Vice-
Chairman, I have an amendment for which I 
have given a noticx:. When the Bill was 
piloted first we thought that it would be over 
much earlier. But there was a big gap. In my 
motion of the 31st May, I have asked the 
Select Committee to report by the 7th June. 
Now in my second amendment of the 7th June 
I have asked for the date to be extended up to 
17th July, 1967. That is my amendment. 

Sir, I beg to move: 
"That in the notice of amendment dated 

the 31st May, 1967, in the motion for 
reference of the Bi-1 to Select Committee, 
for the figures and words '7th June, 1967', 
the figures and words '17th July, 1967' be 
substituted." 

Now coming to the Bill itself, let me tell 
you in brief why I moved my motion for 
referring the Bill to a Select Committee. 

Sir, the Supreme Court decision was, in 
substance, against the arbitrariness in the 
system of granting passports. In my respectful 
submission that arbitrariness still remains; 
that has not been cured. I shall refer to it  at 
the relevant time. 

Now, Sir, regarding the other point M likp to 
develop my 

They go out just for pleasure trips or for 
fictitiously doing business, for securing order 
or pushing trade and all that. There is no 
restriction, no prohibition for those who have 
been found guilty of under-invoicing or 
defrauding the Customs or found otherwise 
guilty for contravening the provisions of our 
Finance Act. 

Now what is the secret of capital in this 
country? The secret of it lies in under-
invoicing. Though it is a matter of very great 
national importance, there is nothing here re-
garding that. 

The third thing that I would like to develop 
is this. This is regarding the passport of a 
genera] nature. I want certain special 
provisions by way of liberalised movement in 
respect of India and Pakistan. Till the other 
day Pakistan was a part of this country and the 
division was a political division. We have our 
relations in East Pakistan and vice versa. 
These people have to undergo the same ordeal 
as one has to undergo for going to America or 
Russia. That is a matter which has not been 
considered by the hon. Minister. These three 
things I shall develop. 

Let me take up the first point, arbitrariness. 
Since I have very little time at my disposal I 
shall only indicate this. Sub-clause (3) of 
clause 5 says:— 

"Where the passport authority makes an 
order under clause (b) or clause (c) of sub-
section (2) on the application of any person, 
it shall record in writing a brief statement 
of its reasons for making such order and 
furnish to that person on demand a copy of 
the same.." 
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India, the security of India, friendly 
relations of India with any foreign country 
or in the interests of the general public to 
furnish such copy." 

Sir, is it not arbitrary? You give us a right 
with one hand and snatch it away with the 
other hand. Sir, anybody who is to be denied 
a passport can be brought under this clause. 
That is why I said there is arbitrariness. This 
was not intended by the Supreme Court. 

Now coming to the other aspect. Coming 
to clause 6, there is another instance of 
arbitrariness. Subclause  (2)  of clause 6 
says:— 

"Subject to the other provisions of this 
Act, the passport authority shall refuse to 
issue a passport or travel dicument.. ." 

Then section (b) of sub-c'ause (2) of 
clause 6 says:— 

"that the applicant may, or is likely to, 
engage outside India in activities 
prejudicial to the soveri-gnty and integrity 
of India;". 
It is about the future. If somebody shall do 

it, if apprehension is there, if the passport 
authority thinks for himself, he will deny a 
passport. 

Then section (c) says:— 
"that the departure of the applicant from 

India may, or is likely to, be detrimental to 
the security of India;" 

For the entire future. If anybody says "likely 
to be detrimental" the clause will operate. 

Then, Sir, it is said:— 
"that   in   the     opinion     of the 

Centra1  Government the issue of a 
passport to the applicant will not 
be in the public interest." 

So, Sir, you are now codifying the law for 
passport. You are going <o xemove    the       
arbitrariness    against. 

which the Supreme Court made i stricture. It 
is full of arbitrariness. You have not removed 
it. You have codified arbitrariness. That is 
my submission. 

Again coming to the    proviso     to clause  
11:— 

"Provided that no appeal shall lie 
against any order made by the Central 
Government." 

The Central Government is the executive and 
this executive is being made the final 
authority. No appeal wil] lie against any order 
made by the Central Goernment. I can go in 
appeal only to the High Court or the Supreme 
Court under article 226 or 227, for the matter 
of that, when the Court can intervene on an 
error of law apparent on record, not error of 
fact or error of law, but on apparent error of 
law, where they have a very limited 
jurisdiction. Sir, we are thinking of removing 
arbitrariness. We are evolving a forum for 
appeal. But what is there? There is nothing. I 
am just indicating the arbitrariness since I 
have got only five minutes more. 

Coming to the question of the prohibitive 
clause, I shall not repeat what other friendg 
have said because they have highlighted their 
points. i I shall only highlight my point. Teja's 
case was referred yesterday by the lady 
Member, Mrs. Yashoda Reddy, as to how he 
could go out. How could Teja go? Sir, there is 
not one Teja in this country. There are Tejas in 
every corner. They under-invoice the goods and 
deposit the money they get against those goods 
in foreign banks. Otherwise how cou'd they, 
with so little money that is sanctioned, afford to 
go abroad with their families? They draw 
money which they illegally deposit in foreign 
banks. Sir, it is in this way that the 
blackmarketeers, anti-social elements and anti-
national elements are provided for. You should 
see that this type of action is checked. They get 
money for luxury and if they cannot 
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[Shri D. L. Sen Gupta.] 
spend in luxury, they spend it in this way and 
so this must be checked. Now, Sir, on the 
question of smuggling and illegal money, I 
need not te'l you. There is the Bird and Com-
pany and the company bosses go to America 
and London. And this Government of ours, 
the Finance Department, found them guilty 
and imposed a penalty of more than Rs. 1 
crore. 

SHRI M. C. CHAGLA: May I intervene for 
a jnoment, if my hon. friend will agree? 'P' 
Form has nothing to do with passports. This 
deals with merely passports. 'P' Form is the 
concern of the Finance Ministry. Even if a 
man has a passport, he must get foreign 
exchange for which he has got to make an 
application to the Finance Ministry. The 
External Affairs Ministry has nothing 
whatever to do with 'P' Form. The right to 
have a passport is regulated by this Bill. After 
a man gets the passport, even then he may not 
be able to leave India if he does not get 
foreign exchange but that is not the concern of 
the External Affairs Ministry; that is the 
concern of the Finance Ministry. 

SHRI D. L. SEN GUPTA: My point is that 
you are not the Home Department here. You 
have made a provision that if there is a 
criminal case pending, then passport will not 
be issued. So I wish the External Affairs 
Ministry to make a provision that any firm or 
any member found guilty of under-invoicing 
or of any offence under the Finance Act, shall 
not be allowed a passport. I want that provi-
sion to be included. I am not asking that the 'P' 
Form should not be given and all that. I am 
insisting that such a provision should be there 
and for that, this matter should be sent to a 
Select Committee. So I am not off the track. I 
know that you are not the 'P' Form or foreign 
exchange giving authority. But you have 
certainly authority to make a provision that 
those who are guilty ef this kind of offences 
shall not be 

allowed a passport.    This is    within your 
jurisdiction. 

Now, coming to the question of Pakistan, 
there was a time, immediately after the 
Partition, when people could go there freely. 
But unfortunately, because of political 
changes, because of certain political interests 
somewhere, that has been, stopped. I do not 
like to dilate on that. Now we are going to 
make a passport law for our country. Can't we 
at this stage think anew, have certain nego-
tiations with the Pakistan Government and 
make certain reciprocal arrangements with 
them and have a provision in law that 
hereafter people of India shall be able to go to 
Pakistan without a passport? Why not? It was 
the position in 1947-48. If it was the position 
then, can't we go back to that position? Can't 
we normalise the situation? So that is my 
request to the Minister to be considered. Let 
this Bill be not passed hurriedly; let it be 
referred to a Select Committee. 

 

v. 
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SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Mr. Vice-
Chairman, Sir,  I shoud like to make some  
preliminary observations before I deal with 
some provisions     of the Bill.    The first 
thing I should like to point out hers  in  this  
connection is that we have really got two 
systems of passports.    One  is passport in 
its real name given or supposed to    be 
given  by the  Ministry  of     External 
Affairs;  and  another     system—it     is 
concurrent     system—is    the    system 
under the Ministry of Finance,     the 'P'  
Form.    Then  again we have  got the secret 
system    under the    Home •   Ministry.    
Therefore, it is not simple as   the  hon.   
Minister  for     External Affairs would like 
to make out, that the  issue   of  passport  is  
fair   to   all and that it is not concerned 
with any other thing,   as if the Finance 
Ministry and the Home Ministry do not 
come into the picture at all as the Minister 
of External Affairs does.   Now, to me this 
is cock and bull story understandable to 
those people who are ignorant about how 
things go in this part of the world.      But 
those who are a little knowledgeable know     
only too well  that,   even   if  you   get   a   
valid passport, you may not be in a position 
to leave the country because there is the 
Finance Ministry, then there is the  Home  
Ministry,   and  unless  you get the 'F Form 
clearance, the passport is virtually negated.    
That is to say, the valid passport    that we 
hold becomes infructuous in the hands  of 
the same Government, because the *P' 
Form is not    sanctioned    on    flimsy 
grounds.    Mr.  Vice Chairman,  I took up 
this matter,  on the basis  of experience, 
with the Minister Of Finance at that time.    
Mr. Morarji Desai was the Minister for 
Finance even    then. He wrote me a letter 
in which he had said that as far as the T' 
Form was concerned,   it  was  intended  to  
serve certain purposes,  of  the preservation 
of our foreign exchange or, shall we say, to 
prevent misuse of foreign ex- 

change, or wastage of foreign exchange-
That was the sole purpose.    Now the letter  
is  with me  even  now.    What happened?   
Then,  when  people  got  a valid passport, 
well, the Finance Ministry  stopped  it  by 
not granting     the 'P' Form.   When I 
approach the Ministry of Finance, they say:  
"That Home Ministry  has  stopped   it."   
Now  you' see how things were handled.     
That it to say, the 'P' Form became a handle 
in  their hands  to invalidate  a  valid 
passport.    I can    site    many    many 
instances.    We had certain invitations 
given to certain trade union and other 
organisations, where it was made clear that 
no foreign exchange would at all be 
involved.    And    the    Government was 
not in a position to question the bona fides 
of  those   invitations.   And even so the 'P' 
Form was not sanctioned.    Naturally, 
when we approach the Ministry of Finance, 
they politely advise  me  to  take  it  up 
wi+h     the Home    Ministry.    I often said: 
"Why should I go to the Home Ministry? 
This   matter  had  been  settled  when the 
passport was issued.   If it were a question  
of the antecedents    of that person or the 
credentials of that citizen  of India,  that 
matter had been gone into under the 
existing regulations when the passport     
application was under consideration.    
Why  then, after the passport has been 
issued, the other processes should come in 
in order to make this process absolutely 
useless and infructuous?" This is what I 
used to  say.     Now,  how many  instances 
you need?     If you like, I can draw up a 
list of cases where, for absolutely no 
reason,  a valid passport had been negated 
in this manner, in this clandestine and 
unfair manner by the same Government.   
Now we know our External Affairs 
Ministry.   It is a glittering Ministry.   It 
was more shining when Pandit Jawaharlal 
Nehru    was there, because he held that 
portfolio. I say this thing because I had 
taken up certain passport cases    to Pandit 
Jawaharlal Nehru also. 

SHRI DAHYABHAI V. PATEL: It 
was tarnished when Mr. Krishna Menon 
came. 
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SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Do you suffer 
from any obscession with Mr. Krishna 
Menon? You may be so, but I am concern with 
the Government here. Now there you see, at 
that time when the External Affairs Ministry 
used to say something, the other Ministries 
more or less fell in line, oecause the great man 
was sitting in South Block. Today, well, you 
have Mr. Chagla. He is a very intelligent man, 
a good man, but certainly he will agree that he 
does not enjoy the same authority as Pandit 
Jawaharlal Nehru; he himself will concede it. 
But the regret is this that these people in the 
Home Ministry and ^he Finance Ministry 
forget that the Minister for External Affairs, by 
reason of the office he holds, is the final 
arbiter in this matter, that once he gives an 
order, that order should be carried out, that 
once he has allowed his Ministy to grant a 
valid passport to a citizen of India, nothing 
unfair should be done to make this passport 
useless or unusable by a particular citizen of 
India. They never have suppressed facts. 
Sometimes I find that the External Affairs 
Ministry has become the butt of jokes in 
certain ruling circles. Since we function here, 
we come to know 3° many people. . I will not 
tell y°u secrets, but it is well known that today 
it has become the butt of jokes. 

SHRI NIREN GHOSH: What are the 
secrets? 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: In public 
interest I will not diviulge secrets; for the 
security of the country I will not divulge 
secrets. 

SHRI  M.  C.  CHAGLA:     I  did  not 
catch  him  there. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI AKBAR 
ALI KHAN): He said that the External 
Affairs Ministry has become a matter of joke. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: You should 
know, Mr. Chagla. I want 1o protect you. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI AKBAR 
ALI KHAN): Mr. Bhupesh Gupta, you want 
to insist that all these 

formalities of Finance and Home should be 
completed before the Passport is isflued. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: No, no, you 
have not followed me. 

SHRI M. C. CHAGLA: May I say this? 
The Home Ministry does not come into the 
picture at all. As far as the Home Ministry is 
concerned, whatever enquiries had to be 
made, had to be made before the issue of the 
passport. It is the sole privilege of the External 
Affairs Ministry to decide whether the 
passport hi a par-ticular case is to be issued or 
not; it is for the External Affairs Ministry but, 
as I explained to my hon. friend, where the 'P 
Form comes, I have no hand. My hon. friend 
is wrong in mixing up both; the Home 
Ministry has nothing to do with it. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: What can I do, 
Mr. Vice-Chairman? Should I name 
individuals? Should I name more than one 
Cabinet Minister? I have been here for long, 
for too long a time perhaps; They have told 
mo that the Home Ministry was coming in the 
way. I have been referred to the Home   
Minister. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI AKBAR 
ALI KHAN): Before he issued the passport. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Yes. yes, 
people who were holding valid passports, with 
regard to them I am talking; I know the other 
part of it. In respect of cases of valid oassport 
holders I had to meet the hon. Pandit Govind 
Ballabh Pant earlier—the problem was not so 
easily solved. I had to meet Shri Lai Bahadur 
Shastri. I had to meet Shri Gulzarilal Nanda, 
and I had been advised to meet Mr. Chavan 
recently also. But again in public interest I 
will not divulge it, because I want cohesion 
among Ministers to be maintained. 

SHRI M.  N- KAUL     (Nominated): 
Under what provision of the law? 
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SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA; Mr. Chagla is 
such an intelligent man, by all accounts 
brilliant if I may say so, but in which world he 
is living, I should like to know. He does not 
know the simple thing which every Cabinet 
Minister tells me every day. Therefore, Sir, I 
would not go into that. I will ten you; the 
Home Ministry is the final vetoing authority. 

SHRI NIREN GHOSH: Who, did you say? 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: The Home 
Ministry. Mr. Chagla, if you have an 
intelligence service as Mr. Chavan has, and 
you put that intelligence service to action and 
get the information through it, you will find 
that the Home Ministry, in political and other 
cases, is the final arbiter in the matter of 
passport. In case the passport had already been 
issued, the Home Minister comes in through 
the back door and utilises the 'P' Form 
business and asks the Finance Ministry not to 
sanction the 'P' Form. I have it said by a 
Cabinet Minister. I repeat i+. When Mr. 
Krishnamachari was there, I took it up with 
him. Now he is not in this crowd of Ministers. 
Well, he told me. Let him deny it. I will not 
mention other names. He told me: "Take it up 
with the Home Minister. I do not like this. I 
would not like this 'P' Form to be used for this 
purpose of "political witch-hunting." He did 
not use the word "political witch-hunting" I 
must say. But this is the kind of thing. Now it 
is quite clear. Therefore, let there be no doubt 
about it. I have dealt with such cases, you 
know, on behalf of many many people coming 
to me, and delegations of various mass 
organisations go to various countries, and we 
also sometimes do. I must [say that from the 
External Affairs Ministry we get a reasonable 
approach in such matters. That is because they 
are not so much bothered about it. But the 
moment the Home Ministry comes in there is 
difficulty. They are mighty afraid of the Home 
Ministry. The External Affairs Ministry is a 
sub-Ministry in that respect as far as the 
passports are concerned, 

of the Home Ministry. The tentacles of the 
Home Ministry have reached the External 
Affairs Ministry. Therefore, my first 
submission is that not only in law but in fact, 
the Ministry of External Affairs should be the 
decisive and final Ministry \n this matter. If 
any other Ministry interferes in the matter of 
issuance of passports, that should be regarded 
as something very improper, an impermissible 
interference in the normal functioning of the 
Government and an attempt to bluff and cheat 
Parliament. Now he said that the Home 
Ministry does not come in. I do not like to 
take this case to the Privileges Committee be-
cause I do not believe in taking these things to 
the Privileges Committee. But Mr. Vice-
Chairman, I would like to say this. If I can 
prove the thing, then I say in future if the 
Home Ministry interferes in this matter, I 
would like to know what Mr. Chagla is going 
to do. 

SHRI M. C. CHAGLA: I must make my 
position clear. I said it and I repeat it, that 
before the passport is issued it may be 
necessary to consult the Home Ministry with 
regard to the satisfaction of the various 
requirements laid down in the Bill. But once 
that stage has passed it is for the External 
Affairs Ministry to decide whether the 
passport should be issued or not. There ;s no 
interference after the issue of the passport. I 
do not know anything about the Home Minis-
try and 'P' Form. I have nothing to do with 
that. 

SHRI BHUPESH- GUPTA: Mr. Vice-
Chairman. I am not disputing what he says. It 
is precisely on that ground that I am saying all 
this. I am not speaking of cases where the 
Home Ministry has entered the picture before 
the passport application is sanctioned. I am 
now referring to cases where the valid 
passport holders, which means people to 
whom they had given passports, have been 
denied the facility to travel because of the 
backdoor, secret, concealed interference by 
the Home    Ministry. 
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This is what I am saying. Now that Mr. 
Chagla has said this thing I do not want to 
debate the matter now. But I know that in his 
heart of hearts he believes in what I have said. 
If he does not believe, let him consult his 
officers and if he has no faith in his officers, 
let him consult his Cabinet colleagues. I say 
this because I know such things have taken 
place. 

I say first of all this 'P' Form business 
should go. Why do you want it? Do you 
mean to say that you want to save foreign 
exchange? Because of this have you saved 
any foreign exchange? 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI AKBAR 
ALI KHAN): Mr. Gupta this has nothing to 
do with the Bill. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Mr. Vice-
Chairman, it has to do with the Bill. I say this 
because this 'P' Form prevents f;ravel 
facilities. You cannot have two lines of 
argument. Why is this 'P' Form there? Is it on 
the ground of foreign exchange? Have you 
saved foreign exchange because of this 'P' 
Form business? No. The statements made by 
the Government and the statement made by 
the Economic Affairs Ministry say that it has 
not produced any result. In fact the 
Administrative Reforms Commission has 
recommended the abolition of the 'P' Form 
business. It is utterly useless and it has 
become an instrument of oppression and 
interference in the hands of the Finance 
Ministry and through the Finance Ministry in 
the hands of the Home Ministry.    This is the 
position. 

Mr. Vice-Chairman, passports are issued 
easily to the capitalists. You see they can go 
abroad and they go very of!en and all that 
they have to say is, "I am going to the United 
States for some business" and of course, 
always they can produce a letter saying that 
some business people have invited them. And 
th^y get the 'P' Form easily and also the 
sanction   of   the   foreign      exchange. 

And in addition to all this, as Mr. Morarji 
Desai said this morning, they can take their 
wives also with them and also some other 
people. I am not saying about concubines. 
Some of the capitalists have their concubines 
also, but I do not know if they can take their 
concubines also with them. But their wives 
they certainly can take with them. So this is 
the position. They have no difficulty at all. 
But the moment a political worker or people 
connected with trade unions and other people 
apply, even when they have their valid papers 
and even if there is no involvement of foreign 
exchange at all, they are not given the 'P' 
Form, even though they are valid passport 
holders. This should stop. That is what I say. 

Then I should like to point out about 
various other things also. Well, here you see 
there are Members of Parliament and also 
Members of the State Assembly who 
sometimes get passports. Even in thier cases 
there were difficulties and we had to take it 
up and for years we had to fight. And then 
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru gave an 
administrative order in which he said—he 
told me and I think he wrote to a letter also—
that from now onwards the MLA.s and MP.s 
normally, the Members of the State 
Legislatures, the MLA.s and MLC.s—would 
be given passports, unless, of course, there are 
special reasons against it. Even that became a 
source or ground for denial of passport. Later 
on some MP.s and MLA.s has been denied 
passports despite Nehru's instructions, on 
purely political grounds, because the party in 
power did not like it and so even the 
instructions of Pandit Nehru were not carried 
out. I had occasion to point it out to him and 
he said he would look into it. I do not know 
what he did. Well, I can tell you of one case. 
Take the case of Shri E.M.S. Namboodiripad. 
He applied for a passport. He was an MLA 
and I think in the first instance his application 
for a passport was refused  in  1963,  in    the    
middle of 
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[Shri Bhupesh Gupta.] 1963, I think. We 
took it up with the Prime Minister. Well, he 
also had hesitation because the Home 
Ministry came in the way and certain other 
people in the Ministry also came in the way. 
But later on after a number of representations 
he was issued a passport and he could go to 
the Soviet Union, in June, 1963. I am giving 
an example. Well, if this could happen with 
regard to a man who was a Member of a State 
Legislature and who was at that time a former 
Chief Minister of his State and who is now the 
Chief Minister of his State, you can imagine 
what kind of things must be happening to 
other people. I know of a case when it was a 
problem for example, to get passports even for 
Members of Parliament because of political 
reasons, despite the instructions of the Prime 
Minister. Therefore, I say that this is being 
done. Mr. Vice-Chairman, even Members of 
Parliament sometimes have had difficulties in 
getting the 'P' Form because of the 
interference of the Home Ministry. Therefore, 
I say these things should be gone into. 
S P.M. 

Now coming to this Bill, I do not want to 
say much because I have some amendments in 
my name. The first thing I have to say is that 
the spirit of the judgment of the Supreme 
Court is not reflected in the measure that is 
proposed. It is true that the judgment says that 
there should be some kind of arrangement for 
the issue of passports. But the spirit of the 
judgment is that it is the right of every citizen 
and that right should not be limited or res-
tricted, I mean his right to get a passport. That 
is the spirit of that judgment. Now if you go 
through the provisions of this Bill, as hon. 
Members have already pointed out, there are 
so many clauses on which •a passport may be 
denied to a citizen, one who is otherwise fully 
entitled to get a passport. I do not want to go 
into all these clauses just  now.    But  I  say     
there  are  a 

series of clauses in the Bill. The Bill has been 
conceived in the spirit of the old British days. 
The Bill has not been conceived either in the 
spirit of the provisions of our Constitution or 
in the spirit of Part III of our Constitution, i.e. 
in the spirit of the fundamental rights, or in the 
spirit of the majority judgment of the Supreme 
Court. That is my first complaint. For 
example, the security of India, the interests of 
India and so many other things have been 
brought in in order to find grounds for 
refusing passport to the citizens. Which 
country has this arrangement? Not very many 
countries in the world. Now it is not for the 
Executive to say that somebody has not been 
given passport because the Executive thinks 
that the security of India is endangered. Not 
only that; it is also said vaguely that for public 
interests passport may not be given. What is 
that? If it is done in public interest then it 
should be known what it means when it says 
'public interest'. No definition of this ex-
pression is here. Do you mean that the 
definitions in the Criminal Procedure Code 
shall be drafted here in order to explain it? No; 
we cannot do so. Therefore you see too much 
arbitrary power is given here. Arbitrariness in 
the matter of issuance of passports is 
enshrined and retained in the provisions of this 
Bill. It is a very serious matter. I think that it 
will give a handle to the Executive, to the 
Police and other people concerned to withhold 
passports in ligiti-mate cases also. The Home 
Ministry is given a lead in this matter because 
if you go through the clauses very carefully 
you will see that many of the things will be 
actually decided by the Home Ministry 
although the issuing authority is the Ministry 
of External Affairs. Therefore, the Ministry of 
External Affairs is mortgaging its right of 
authority to the Home Ministry as a result of 
which the citizens of India in the matter of 
foreign travels are going to suffer. That is the 
point. Therefore, I say that this Bill has been  
drafted with     the     same     old 
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D.LB. mentality. I do not krow wh'> has 
drafted it but it does seam tha*. the spirit 
of Mr. Nanda hovered over those people 
who drafted ihi» Bill with the D.IR. 
mentality In fact you will find that some 
of the expressions in thi' Bill have more 
>r less family resemblance to the 
expressions occuring in the Defence of 
India Rules. We find the security of 
India, the soverignty of India, the 
integrity of India and so many other 
things. Well, Mr Chagla, I ask you; do 
you think that this law is going to be 
administered in a fair way? Do you think 
that there is going to be liberalisation 
under thi£ scheme of things? No; not at 
all- Maybe, some officers wil'' lik= ;o do 
h but the tendency will be to tighten the 
issue of passports or at least to stop 
people arbitrarily in many cases from 
getting their passports which they should 
normally get. Therefore, the entire thing 
has got to be changed. Then there is the 
political worker. Why should I be denied 
passport because I have been in prison 
for two years. Many Members this side 
will be denied passports on the ground 
that we have been imprisoned for two 
years. And it is they who will put us in 
jail. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
AKBAR ALI KHAN): That will apply 
not only to that side but to this side also. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: I do not 
know. Have you been to jail, Mi*. Vice-
Chairman? But why do you judge the 
credential of a citizen of the country by 
the fact that he has been in jail? In some 
cases it is a recommendation, I krow. I 
do J*ot know how this will be applied. It 
does not even say, 'who had been 
<mprisoned fojrl two years after the 
commencement of this Constitution'. It 
simply «ays 'who had been imprisoned 
for two years'. It means many of the 
Congress leaders should not get the 
passport. 

SHRI M. C. CHAGLA: That is not so. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: You have 
said two years' imprisonment. You have 
written in the British style. You know 
the B itish very well. 

SHRI M. C. CHAGLA: Will the hon 
Member read the clause? it says: 

'ThaO the applicant has; at any time 
during the period of five years 
immediately preceding the date of his  
application   .   .   ," 

I take it that we got independence lonj-
before five years. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA; I do not 
know. You see other nbcts. First at all   .   
.   . 

SHRI LOKANATH MISRA (Orissa) 
Sir, let him continue tomorrow. 

SHRI M C CHAGLA: Sir, may I 
know what the position is? Tomorrow 
how much time will be given? When am 
I supposed to reply? 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
AKBAR ALI KHAN): Now, there are 
three more speakers, Mr. Bhandari, Mr. 
Rajnarain and Mr. JagaT Narain 

SHRI NIREN GHOiH: Sir, I have 
given my name. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
AKBAR ALI KHAN): Yes; you are here 
also. 

SHRI NIREN GHOSH: You always 
seem to forget me. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
AKBAR ALI KHAN): I would like to 
take the sense of the House. Shall we be 
able to finish these four speeches in an 
hour so that I might ask the hen. Minister 
to be ready to reply at 2.30? 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA; You ask 
him to be ready at 2.30 P. M. and since 
he will be ready at 2.30 p. M. even if the 
speeches go up to 3.00 P. M. it does not 
matter. 
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SHRI P. N. SAPRU (Uttar Pradesh): I 
would like my name also to be included 
in the list. I won't take more than four or 
five minutes. 

THE     VICE-CHAIRMAN       (SHRI 
AKBAR ALI KHAN): All right 

The House stands    adjourned    till 11 
A. M. tomorrow. 

The House then adjourned at 
five minutes pas: five o1 the    
clock till eleven of the 
clock on Thursday    t.b»     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


